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AUTHENTIC CRAFTSMANSHIP, TRUSTED EXPERTISE.

PERFORMANCE BUILT ON INTEGRITY.

We’re setting a higher standard in
custom air handler design and support.

Proactive service and support:
How we get it done is the difference.

from a small factory in Johnstown,

anticipate our customers’ needs, provide

Pennsylvania, Miller-Picking™ focused

trusted expertise and deliver consistently

on providing custom configurations to

superior products and support. We take

underserved markets. But it didn’t take

pride in knowing every unit we sell is

long for our focus on craftsmanship and

backed by the Miller-Picking™ tradition of

relationship-building to set the standard

creating an experience that is tailor-made

for custom air handling solutions for a

to our customers’ individual needs.

variety of industries.
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Since 1961, Miller-Picking™ has built a reputation
for delivering the highest quality custom air handling
products on the market, backed by the most proactive
service and support in the industry.
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work directly with our highly trained

service fundamentally different than

Designed, engineered and assembled

application engineers, or use our

other air handling solution providers.

in the USA, Miller-Picking™ custom air

comprehensive software tools, you’ll

At Miller-Picking™, this difference can

handlers benefit from state-of-the-art

experience the advantages of working

be found in our customer response

testing facilities and the world-class

with a smaller company backed by

time, application support team and

manufacturing of parent company

the resources only a larger company

in-house components experts who

Johnson Controls to continue delivering

can deliver. Our systems are designed

ensure parts are always available

products with industry-leading quality

for customization options and faster

when needed — without relying on

and proven reliability. It’s consistent

support, and we have experience in

outside suppliers.

excellence upon which the

virtually every type of commercial

Miller-Picking™ name is built.

market to help you meet any

FLEXIBILITY

applicable, industry-specific standard.

Our focus on quality, flexibility and
responsiveness results in a customer
experience unlike any other. Premium

With a custom air handling solution

RESPONSIVENESS

products backed by trusted expertise:

from Miller-Picking™, flexibility comes

Creating a higher standard of

It’s been the Miller-Picking™ tradition

standard. Whether you choose to

proactive support requires a level of

for over 50 years.

The result? A better value in custom

Today, as part of the Johnson Controls

design, with superior reliability,

family of commercial comfort brands,

more attentive service and an ongoing

we continue the Miller-Picking™ legacy

drive to improve products and elevate

of delivering world-class custom

performance. By combining the values

air handling solutions with industry-

of the past with the performance

leading quality and advanced

of today, Miller-Picking™ is setting

performance. Miller-Picking™ is more

a higher standard in custom air

than custom air handlers and technology:

handling solutions.

Performance

Construction

Manufacturing

Miller-Picking™ custom air handling
units deliver performance optimized for
the unique conditions in your facility,
with features including:

We build your system in any shape or
size within increments of 1” or less. And
whether your units are primarily indoors
or outdoors, they will be built to last:

• Leakage: No more than 1/2% of rated
CFM at up to 12” W.C.
• Deflection: No more than L/240 of
panel length at up to 12” W.C.
• Thermal: UTB™ Ultra Thermal Break
(no thru-metal)
• Fan Systems: Fan arrays with highly
efficient direct-drive AC induction
or EC motors
• Energy Recovery: Wheels, plate heat
exchanger and heat pipes

• Casing of 2”, 3” or 4” panels with
Ecomate® injected foam
• Base: Welded structural steel or aluminum
• Floors that are sealed, stitch welded,
fully welded or full washdown with
upturned lip
• Exterior Skin: Pre-painted steel or
embossed aluminum
• Removable lifting lugs
• Full-featured vestibules and corridors

Authentic quality is built into every
Miller-Picking™ custom air handling
solution we deliver. Our industryleading quality and world-class testing
benefit from:
• Design, engineering and assembly
in the United States
• Short lead times
• Consistent product quality
• Custom configuration-ready
manufacturing processes
• Craftsmanship at every level

